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Jimmy Adler Grease Alley
The long awaited latest recording by Jimmy Adler has arrived! Jimmy plays the blues clean
through his amplifier with a swinging sensibility, yet he can also cut deep into the soul with
stinging sounds and ferocious slide guitar. Always gritty, soulful, and sweet, this Pittsburgh
based blues guitarist is a respected performer who continues to expand his journey and
make new fans and friends along the way.

Release Date: November 27th, 2015
Track Listing
1.

Say it Like Magic Sam

2.

Grease Alley

3.

Drank Too Much

Jimmy traveled to California to record Grease Alley with the award winning, musical visionary,
Kid Andersen at Greaseland Studio. This latest recording features Kid producing and playing
both upright and electric bass, as well as drummer extraordinaire June Core, legendary
keyboardist Jim Pugh, and superb sax man Eric Spaulding. In addition, Jimmy was honored
to have the creative genius of Chris Cain appear on two songs. The end result is a record
steeped in the blues tradition where Jimmy surrounds himself with masters of the genre and
creates all original songs that are played in a variety of styles ranging from swampy to swing.
The themes explored include pleasure, pain, and purpose.

4.

No Pain featuring Chris Cain

5.

Nine Behind

6.

I Can’t Wait

7.

Ease Me Down slow

8.

Cornbread and Lima Beans

9.

Love was Worth These Blues

Jimmy is a live wire performer who packs pleasure and energy into every performance! “Say
it Like Magic Sam” has a classic Texas swing sound, “Love was Worth These Blues” is a
minor key ballad, and “What I’ve Done” is a soulful song that deals with the passing of time.
Jimmy Adler taps into the essence of the blues and brings forth a variety of flavors that will
satisfy the blues lover and whet the appetite of those new to the genre.

11. Cordelia

10. What I’ve Done
12. What Will You Do featuring Chris
Cain
13. Hoodoo Highway
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